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Five years ago, when our Journal had reached itssixteenth volume, a distinguished anonymousauthor (or authors) “lightly roasted” our Editor
Mike Gross in an editorial marking the 65th anniversary
of his natal day [1]. That account admirably and unsur-
passably captured in poetry and prose the essence of
the man, educator, and scientist. It has now come to the
attention of the Journal that yet another milestone is
upon us, and the saga (and sage) continues. In the
intervening semi-decade, a great deal of water has
flowed under the bridge culturally, politically, econom-
ically, and scientifically, inter alia. At least one rock has
remained steadfast: our discipline continues to grow
and Mike continues to contribute to that growth and to
ably lead our Journal in documenting it. Rather than
reiterate the history summarized five years ago, it is
instructive to view the increment. From a technical
perspective, this is relatively straightforward; a little
Michael Gross (Photo courtesy of John Engen)
“Warmest birthday wishes to a great editor and friend–thank you
for your vision and inspiration! Veronica Bierbaum”
“Here’s a Texas salute from your biggest fan! Jenny Brodbelt”
“Toasting your good ol’ Cornhusker days, and the many great
years ahead with the Wash U Bears! Kelsey Cook”
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effort reveals that Mike’s publication opus has grown by
another 52 entries since November 2005, including one
Science paper and 14 JASMS papers. Appropriately, one of
the JASMS papers is the second most cited among these -
Mike’s contribution to our Journal’s impact factor applies to
his efforts as an author as well as editor! Consistent with
Mike’s history asmentor and collaborator, there are a total of
122 distinct authors of these 52 papers (including eight new
MLG PhDs), distributed among 30 institutions (including
Washington University and five companies) in nine coun-
tries on four continents.Hismost frequent co-author remains
long-time associate Don Rempel, with whom he added
seven new papers, expanding the total to 32 since 1986.
Identified subject areas include medicinal chemistry, re-
search and experimental medicine, and immunology—top-
ics not surprisingly of interest to a septuagenarian. A contri-
bution to food science and technology seems unrelated to
Mike’s interest in enology—perhaps that lies ahead.
We hope the readers of JASMS will join us in wishing
Mike continued health, contribution to our Journal and
discipline, and general smooth sailing through his eighth
decade!
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